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We have experience; knowhow and professional nature are our best guarantee for customers, companies 

and designers.

Our long lasting tradition as manufacturers has allowed us to get an extraordinary knowhow, including 

any design, production, erection and maintenance features, in line with any market need.

• Genuine expression of the Made in India.

• Knowhow on the lifts design.

Perfect combination between handicraft and industrial production.

• Customization of any existing project.

• Fast passage between any idea and its industrialization.

• High reliability.

Let's Elevate Together

smartelevators.co.in

COMPANY 
PROFILE

MADE IN JAPAN, DELIVERED IN INDIA FROM THE HOUSE OF 
TATA

Smart Elevators & Chair Lifts
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Elevator systems have revolutionized the way we move within buildings, enabling efficient vertical transportation and 

shaping the design of modern urban landscapes. From towering skyscrapers to multi-level malls, elevator systems play a 

crucial role in facilitating accessibility and convenience for occupants. Let's delve into the mechanics, safety features, 

and innovations driving these essential vertical conveyances.

Elevator systems continue to evolve, driven by advancements in technology, safety standards, and user experience 

expectations. As urbanization intensifies and buildings reach new heights, the role of elevator systems in shaping our 

cities and enhancing vertical mobility becomes increasingly paramount. Embracing innovation and sustainability, elevator 

systems remain indispensable pillars of modern infrastructure, enabling us to ascend to new heights with safety, 

efficiency, and convenience.

Let's Elevate Together

smartelevators.co.in

ELEVATOR 
SYSTEM

Smart Elevators & Chair Lifts



A New Vision of Elevation Open Yourself to a world of Satisfaction
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Panoramic Elevator is backed by the advanced control technology, applying fully digital vector 

variable frequency drive technology and matching with the noble European decoration style. When 

the evening falls, in the background of the neon lights, up-and- down panoramic elevator becomes a 

flowing scenery in the urban city. At the same time, it wonderfully displays the design concept of 

"safety, smoothness, attraction and harmony". These types of elevators can be extensively used in 

shopping malls, high grade offices and other important public civil infrastructures.

The evolution of elevator systems extends to panoramic elevators, which are propelled by advanced 

control technology. These elevators utilize fully digital vector variable frequency drive technology, 

seamlessly merging with the sophistication of European decoration styles. As twilight descends and 

the cityscape transforms into a canvas of neon lights, the panoramic elevator emerges as a dynamic 

spectacle within the urban fabric. Its smooth, upward and downward motion not only provides 

transportation but also serves as a moving tableau, showcasing the essence of "safety, smoothness, 

attraction, and harmony." With their captivating design and functionality, panoramic elevators find 

extensive application in diverse settings such as shopping malls, high-grade offices, and other 

significant public civil infrastructures.

smartelevators.co.in

Smart Elevators & Chair Lifts Panoramic 
Capsule 
Elevator



Features:
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● Glass/Stainless steel/designer stainless steel/ gold finish stainless steel..

● Powder coated (multi-color) cars and doors, elegant in looks, light in weight, and variable speed options.

●  Microprocessor based controller with full collective-selective control.

● AC VVVF drive for smooth operations and variable speeds.

● Over load indications and floor announcement system.

● Infrared curtain for door safety.

● Automatic rescue device for power back up.

● Luminous push button/touch buttons, which are highly attractive and durable.

● Digital/LCD floor indication in LOP & COP

● Decorative LED lights with suspended ceilings.

● PVC/Marble/granite flooring.

● Blower fan for multi-cross air delivery

smartelevators.co.in

Smart Elevators & Chair Lifts

Panoramic 
Capsule 
Elevator
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Auto Door Elevator

The Stylish Way to, Brand Your Elevator

Our auto door elevators are durable by design and accurate by technology. We have a wide range of 

these elevators which are most reliable and designed to suit every construction requirement and 

provide best vertical transportation solutions, with trouble free Performance and low maintenance 

cost. These elevators are a Perfect blend of all good features of various types of elevators. These 

have excellent record of customer satisfaction.

Our auto door elevators epitomize durability through deliberate design and precision through 

cutting-edge technology. Boasting a diverse range, these elevators stand as paragons of reliability, 

meticulously crafted to accommodate every construction need and deliver optimal vertical 

transportation solutions. With a commitment to trouble-free performance and minimal 

maintenance costs, our auto door elevators emerge as the epitome of efficiency and longevity. They 

represent a harmonious fusion of the finest features from various elevator types, ensuring 

seamless operation and unparalleled user experience. Backed by an outstanding track record of 

customer satisfaction, these elevators stand as a testament to our unwavering dedication to 

excellence.

smartelevators.co.in

Smart Elevators & Chair Lifts
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Features:
● M.S./S.S./Glass Door Panels

● Door operation options of center opening/ Telescopic opening 

/ Glass door opening.

●  Powder coated (multi-color) cars and doors, elegant in looks, 

light in weight, and variable speed options.

●  Microprocessor based controller with full collective-selective 

control.

● AC VVVF drive for smooth operations and variable speeds.

● Over load indications and floor announcement system.

● Infrared curtain for door safety

● Automatic rescue device for power back up

● Luminous push button/touch buttons, which are highly 

attractive and durable.

● Digital / LCD floor indication in LOP & COP

● Decorative LED lights with suspended ceilings

● PVC/Marble/Granite flooring.

● Blower fan for multi-cross air delivery.

● Hand rail with mirror on rear side.

smartelevators.co.in

Smart Elevators & Chair Lifts
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A Full Range of People and Good Flow Demanding 
Medical Facilities
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We are designed to rapidly transfer patients to the medical facilities in hospital. Smart Elevators offers a full range of 

specially developed medical elevators for optimum performance in highly demanding patient transportation. Our medical 

elevators are exceptionally smooth and quiet in heavy duty operation. They employ sophisticated position measuring 

techniques to map the elevator shaft together with all floor levels. This ensures highly accurate leveling, for safe and easy 

use. This is particularly important for elderly and disabled persons, and when loading gurneys and wheelchairs.

Features:

● Speed options from 0.35 m/sec to 1.5 m/sec

● Car and door finish options-powder coated /stainless steel.

● PVC/Chequered flooring.

● Various types of door options such as collapsible/imperforated/Telescopic/ automatic centre opening doors.

smartelevators.co.in

Smart Elevators & Chair Lifts

HOSPITAL 
ELEVATOR
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Our journey at Smart Elevators & Chair Lifts isn't just a story; it's a rich tapestry 

of innovation, dedication, and a deep-rooted commitment to making a difference 

in the lives of others. From humble beginnings to becoming a trusted name in the 

vertical transportation industry, our story is a testament to perseverance, 

passion, and the power of collaboration.

Decades ago, our founders embarked on a mission to revolutionize the way 

people move within buildings. Armed with a vision of creating smarter, more 

efficient elevator systems, they set out to challenge the status quo and push the 

boundaries of what's possible.

As our company grew, so too did our impact. We've had the privilege of working 

with clients from all walks of life – from homeowners seeking greater 

accessibility in their residences to businesses striving to enhance efficiency in 

their operations. With each project, we've remained steadfast in our commitment 

to delivering excellence, innovation, and unparalleled service.

As we reflect on our journey, we're filled with gratitude for the opportunities 

we've had and the relationships we've built along the way. But we're also inspired 

by the road ahead – filled with new challenges, new innovations, and new 

opportunities to make a positive impact.

Our story is far from over. It's a great history in the making – one that we're 

proud to be a part of and one that we're excited to continue writing, one floor at a 

time.

smartelevators.co.in

Smart Elevators & Chair Lifts

To Move Freight, Your Need an Elevator that Built for Freight

FREIGHT ELEVATOR
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● Danstanding power and performance

● Wide load range 500 kg to 3000 kg.

● Lary loading and unloading

● Extra wide doors.

● Easy maintenance with low operating and тибетансе cost

smartelevators.co.in

Smart Elevators & Chair Lifts

FEATURES :

FREIGHT ELEVATOR
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Luxury and Convenience in Your Home

Our home elevators are designed to meet vertical mobility needs in public and private buildings. 

These elevators serve as ideal solution For elderly people living in multi floor homes or bungalows. 

It does not require machine room, which gives the architects option to use that space for other 

requirements of their clients

It is a modem product, designed and manufactured to meet a wide range of needs. You can move 

effortlessly from garage to roof, up To 4 floors.

In addition to catering to the needs of public and private buildings, our elevator systems are 

specifically tailored to enhance vertical mobility within homes. Ideal for elderly individuals residing 

in multi-floor residences or bungalows, these home elevators offer a seamless solution to navigate 

between levels with ease. Notably, they eliminate the need for a machine room, providing 

architects with flexibility to utilize that space for other client requirements, optimizing the layout 

and functionality of the building. These modern home elevators are meticulously designed and 

manufactured to meet a diverse array of needs, ensuring effortless movement from the garage to 

the rooftop, spanning up to four floors. With their blend of functionality and aesthetics, our home 

elevator systems elevate the living experience, promoting accessibility, convenience, and comfort 

within residential spaces.

HOME / BUNGALOWS ELEVATOR
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Smart Elevators & Chair Lifts

Features:

● Wide range of designs to suit your home/bungalow

● Noiseless and easy to install

● Requires minimal space

● Safe and reliable for elderly people and children at home.
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Less space, Less energy, more flexibility

MACHINE ROOMLESS ELEVATOR

SMART ELEVATORS  brings you a revolutionary concept in the field of elevators to give you absolute 

freedom in designing MRL-Machine Roomless elevators. These elevators bring aesthetic enhancements 

to your structure.

In the realm of innovative elevator systems, Machine Roomless (MRL) elevators stand out as a 

testament to efficiency and space optimization. Unlike traditional elevator setups, MRL elevators 

incorporate their machinery directly within the elevator shaft, eliminating the need for a separate 

machine room. This streamlined design not only conserves valuable building space but also reduces 

construction costs and simplifies installation processes. With their compact yet powerful motors and 

control systems, MRL elevators deliver smooth and reliable vertical transportation while minimizing 

environmental impact. This eco-conscious approach aligns seamlessly with modern architectural 

trends and sustainability initiatives. MRL elevators find versatile applications across a spectrum of 

settings, from residential buildings to commercial complexes, offering unparalleled performance and 

space-saving solutions.
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AUTOMOBILE
ELEVATOR
A new level of parking freedom

Our car elevators are installed in buildings where ramps are not 

possible to construct, due to space constraints. These elevators 

are operated in similar fashion as freight elevators except for the 

fact that size and load carrying capacity of lift platform is in 

accordance with the dimensions & weight of largest vehicle to be 

transported between floors.  SMART ELEVATORS offers all types 

of vehicle elevator from 1500 kg for smaller cars to 5000 kg for 

bigger cars like SUVs and tempos.

Over the last few years, SMART ELEVATORS has specialized the 

concept of vertical Transportation of material through its 

innovative techniques and design.
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CAR SCISSOR LIFTS



For those seeking a low-maintenance elevator solution, Hydraulic lifts emerge as a top 

contender. These elevators offer a host of advantages, including affordability, safety, and 

ease of maintenance. Particularly well-suited for low-rise buildings with low traffic, 

hydraulic elevators present a convenient and cost-effective vertical transportation 

solution. Renowned for their safety features, hydraulic elevators have earned acclaim as 

the safest option for home installations. Their user-friendly design includes easy access 

to the machine room, typically located in the basement, enhancing accessibility and 

serviceability. Once installed, hydraulic elevators deliver impeccably smooth rides, 

ensuring comfort and reliability for passengers. With their combination of durability, 

safety, and user convenience, hydraulic elevators represent an optimal choice for various 

residential and commercial settings.

20 smartelevators.co.in
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HYDRAULIC ELEVATOR
The Stylish way to Brand Your Elevator
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Dumbwaiters Elevators for Bungalows, Hotel / Restaurant, Clubs & Party Halls Buildings for speedy service of eatables 

depending upon the shaft size with speed / amenities up to choice of owners.

In the realm of hospitality and gastronomy, Dumbwaiter Elevators emerge as indispensable assets for expediting food 

service operations in a variety of settings. Whether within bungalows, hotels, restaurants, clubs, or party halls, these 

specialized elevators cater to the swift and seamless transportation of delectable fare. Tailored to the specific needs of each 

establishment, Dumbwaiter Elevators offer customizable features, including shaft size, speed, and amenities, providing 

owners with unparalleled flexibility. With their swift vertical movement and efficient delivery capabilities, Dumbwaiter 

Elevators enhance the dining experience for patrons while optimizing workflow for staff. From swiftly ferrying dishes 

between kitchen and dining areas to facilitating the timely delivery of refreshments during events, these elevators serve as 

silent but indispensable allies in the quest for culinary excellence. With their discreet yet impactful presence, Dumbwaiter 

Elevators exemplify the fusion of functionality and elegance in the realm of food service infrastructure.

22 smartelevators.co.in

Smart Elevators & Chair Lifts

FOOD LIFT
The Stylish way to Brand Your Elevator



CHAIR LIFT
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Chair lifts, also known as stairlifts or stair gliders, are innovative mobility 

solutions designed to provide individuals with safe and convenient access 

to different levels of a building, especially when stairs present a 

challenge. At Smart Elevators & Chair Lifts, we offer a diverse range of 

chair lift options to suit various needs and spaces.

Whether you're a homeowner looking to improve accessibility in your 

residence or a facility manager seeking to enhance mobility for your 

tenants or visitors, our chair lifts offer a practical and cost-effective 

solution. Contact us today to learn more about our chair lift options and 

how they can help you or your loved ones regain independence and 

freedom of movement. Let us help you elevate your space with our chair 

lift solutions.

Smart Elevators & Chair Lifts
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AUTOMATIC DOORS

Center opening door

Side opening door

Stainless steel door

Small vision autodoor

Big vision glass door

Full glass door

Powder quated Autodoor
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MANUAL DOORS
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RANGE OF CABIN
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People in motion technology to delivery human single for machine to move

SURFACE MICRO ELECTRO 
LOP & COP BUTTON
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Smart Elevators & Chair Lifts SAFETY FEATURES



Chair Lift
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EXCELLENCE 
SERVICE
At Smart Elevators & Chair Lifts, we believe that 

excellence is not just a goal, but a standard that 

guides everything we do. Our commitment to 

service excellence is the cornerstone of our 

business, and it drives us to continually exceed 

the expectations of our customers.

From the moment you contact us to the final 

installation and beyond, you can expect nothing 

less than the highest level of service and 

professionalism. Our team of experienced 

professionals is dedicated to providing prompt, 

reliable, and personalized service to ensure 

your complete satisfaction.

We understand that every project is unique, 

which is why we take the time to listen to your 

needs and tailor our solutions to meet your 

specific requirements. Whether it's designing a 

custom elevator system, performing routine 

maintenance, or responding to emergency 

service calls, we go above and beyond to deliver 

results that exceed your expectations.

Escalator

Elevator

smartelevators.co.in

Smart Elevators & Chair Lifts

Elevating Service Excellence



Customer support & 
Repair

Regular maintenance is a must for every 

elevator, escalator or moving walk to 

maintain safety and availability.
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WE SERVE 
GREAT 
SERVICE
At Smart Elevators & Chair Lifts, we believe that excellence is not just 

a goal, but a standard that guides everything we do. Our commitment 

to service excellence is the cornerstone of our business, and it drives 

us to continually exceed the expectations of our customers.

Maintenance

Our maintenance contracts are flexible 

in both features & options, for any 

brand and model. 

Appearance

Looks always matter and you can 

upgrade the look of your equipment 

with time and as new technology 

arrives.

Performance

Get the performance of your equipment 

better and smoother with upgraded 

dispatching series and gentle entry/exit 

operation. 

Safety

Update or repair your system

to secure your customer’s journey

with new safety features. 

Reliability 

We maintain the authenticity of our 

services. You can replace older systems 

with new technologies to improve 

performance.

smartelevators.co.in

Smart Elevators & Chair Lifts



This is About Service Excellence
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WE HAVE GREAT 
THING FOR YOU

Access

Discover the latest innovations in chair 

lifts, tailored to meet the unique needs 

of individuals with mobility challenges. 

We have the perfect solution to make 

your space more accessible than ever 

before.

Elevate

Elevate your space with our 

cutting-edge elevator solutions, 

designed to enhance accessibility and 

convenience in residential and 

commercial buildings alike.

Support

Experience unparalleled customer 

service and support with Smart 

Elevators & Chair Lifts. From initial 

consultation to installation and beyond, 

we're dedicated to providing a seamless 

experience and exceeding your 

expectations every step of the way.

Innovate

Explore our range of smart technologies 

for vertical transportation, from 

advanced control systems to predictive 

maintenance tools. We're 

revolutionizing the way elevators and 

chair lifts operate, ensuring maximum 

efficiency and reliability.

About Service

smartelevators.co.in

Smart Elevators & Chair Lifts

Our team has been hard at work developing cutting-edge products and services that are tailored to 

meet the diverse needs of our customers. From advanced elevator control systems to sleek and 

stylish chair lift designs, we're confident that we have the perfect solution to elevate your space to 

new heights.

But that's not all - we're also proud to offer competitive pricing, flexible financing options, and 

unbeatable customer service to ensure that you have a seamless experience from start to finish. 

With our expertise and dedication, we're committed to delivering exceptional value and satisfaction 

with every project.
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Get in 
touch.

Our team at Smart Elevators & Chair Lifts is dedicated 

to providing personalized service and tailored 

solutions to meet your specific needs. We understand 

that every project is unique, and we're committed to 

working closely with you to find the perfect solution 

for your space.

Contact Us

smartelevators.co.in

Smart Elevators & Chair Lifts

+91 7024936901

info@smartelevators.co.in

Pan India

Aota-shi Japan



THANK YOU
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